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STUDENT HIGHLIGHTS





Barwon Water (Barwon Region Water
Corporation) is Victoria's largest regional
urban
water
corporation.
They
provide high quality water, recycled water
and sewerage services.







I learnt how the sewerage is filtered
I found it really interesting to learn
all the different ways that the water
was treated and the different clear
levels that could be achieved
I was impressed at how much work
goes into recycling water and the
process of cleaning water and how
much it costs!
I learnt many things within this
event like the stages that the water
goes through in order for it to be
clean and how the economy and
politics can affect the business,
which was very interesting
Taking a look around the factory to
me was extremely interesting and
‘cool’. I have never had any
education about our water here, so
by being exposed to and seeing the
place to me was very eye-opening
It was interesting to learn about all
of the processes involved in treating
waste water. Hearing about the cost
behind things was also eye-opening











It was very interesting to see everything
that goes into treating water. I never
knew how many processes were
involved in cleaning and recycling water
I learnt about the different processes for
making clean rain water. I also learnt
about the different classes of water and
what they are used for. I learnt about
some of the jobs involved in this process
It was interesting to find out how our
waste water is processed and where
everything goes after it goes down the
sink or toilet. It was very informative
and the tour was very interesting. I
learnt a lot
It was cool to learn about how the
sewerage water gets filtered and
cleaned to a state that is cleaner than
clean. I was interested to learn about all
the chemistry that goes into water
filtering

